Psychosocial predictors of patient adherence to disease-modifying therapies for multiple sclerosis
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Objective: Our aim was to identify the impact of psychosocial predictors, specifically relationship style, depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms, cognitive impairment, and culture-specific disease beliefs, on treatment adherence for multiple sclerosis (MS) patients.

Methods: In this cross-sectional observational study, patients from two MS clinics in Saudi Arabia completed self-reported questionnaires focused on MS treatment adherence, physical symptom burden, relationship style, cultural beliefs, depressive symptoms, anxiety, and cognitive impairment.

Results: A total of 163 MS patients participated, 81.6% of them were female, and the mean age of the patients was 31.6 years. Mean patient-reported adherence to their MS treatment regimen was 79.47%±25.26%. Multivariate linear regression analysis only identified patients’ belief that their MS was due to “supernatural” forces as being significantly negatively associated with MS medication adherence.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates the importance of cultural interpretations to MS medication adherence in comparison to psychosocial factors. Education and family involvement in the treatment planning may address this issue and warrant further research.
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Introduction

Approximately 2 million people worldwide are affected by multiple sclerosis (MS), a chronic and recurrent inflammatory, demyelinating, and neurodegenerative disease of the central nervous system.1 MS is the leading cause of nontraumatic injury in young adults, and the life expectancy for patients with MS ranges from 7 to 14 years less than that of the general population.2–6 Treatment of MS consists of treatment of acute relapses, prevention of relapses, wellness programs, treatment of comorbidities, and delaying disease worsening through the use of disease-modifying treatments (DMTs) such as immunomodulators and immunosuppressants.7 Despite clinical benefits and reductions in hospitalization with DMTs, patients with MS have had difficulty adhering to these treatment regimens. In a narrative review of 24 studies, Menzin et al8 showed that adherence rates with DMTs ranged from 41% to 88%, with higher rates noted in prospective studies. Several factors have been found to contribute to reduced patient adherence to MS treatment with DMTs, including more frequent dosing regimen of DMTs, anxiety, depression, cognitive impairment, medication adverse effects, and patients’ belief that treatment will not be efficacious.8–14 Moreover, there is a geographic variability with treatment outcomes, with notably lower MS discontinuation rates in countries such as Spain and Italy.15
In addition to depression, anxiety, and cognitive difficulties, limited research has explored additional psychological variables impacting adherence. One variable is attachment style, which posits that the earliest bonds of children with their parents continue to impact social relationships, including health care relationships, and generate persistent patterns of interpersonal interaction as adults, which are fairly static and highly stable over time.\textsuperscript{16} These models for relating with others can help explain the reaction of patients to illness events, such as the diagnosis and treatment of MS.\textsuperscript{17} For example, attachment or relationship style, specifically an avoidant relationship style, has been associated with reduced adherence to medical treatments and follow-up care.\textsuperscript{18–20} Moreover, diabetic patients with an avoidant relationship style had a higher rate of mortality 10 years later related to poor treatment adherence.\textsuperscript{21} Based on our review of the literature, there have been no studies exploring the role of avoidant attachment style as a predictor of DMT nonadherence in MS patients.

In this study, we aimed to identify psychosocial predictors of DMT treatment adherence for MS patients seen in two MS clinics in Saudi Arabia. We specifically focused on patient-relationship style, depressive symptoms, anxiety symptoms, and cognitive impairment as predictors of MS treatment adherence. Given the potential for cultural factors to influence treatment adherence, we also aimed to study the effects of common culture-specific beliefs regarding MS in a patient population from Saudi Arabia. We hypothesized that higher anxiety symptoms, depressive symptoms, increased cognitive impairment, and greater avoidant relationship style scores would be associated with reduced medication adherence.

## Methods

### Study sample

We recruited consecutive patients seen in follow-up in MS clinics from two hospitals in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia: King Khalid University Hospital and King Faisal Hospital. Patients were recruited between January 2014 and June 2015. Patients were included in the study if they were ≥18 years, treated with DMT or medications for MS-associated symptoms (eg, pain, spasticity, and numbness), had a neurologist-confirmed diagnosis of MS, and could speak and read Arabic. There were no exclusion criteria.

### Study procedures

We used a cross-sectional study design. Patients attending the MS clinics at either of the two hospitals were introduced to the research study by clinical team members. A research assistant followed up with interested study participants and obtained informed consent. Patients who consented to participate in the study were administered a self-report study questionnaire to complete at the visit. All questionnaires were collected at the conclusion of their medical visit. Written informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study.

## Study measures

The study questionnaire administered to study patients included the following three sections: a sociodemographic/cultural section, a psychiatric history section, and a medical history section. Neurologists and psychiatrists reviewed each component of the questionnaire to ensure the relevance and applicability of each question.

Demographic data collected included age, sex, education level, and employment. Within Saudi Arabia, patients’ belief regarding the etiology of their illness plays an important role. Therefore, we included a question asking patients if they felt that their MS was caused by supernatural reasons such as magic, possession, and/or an “evil eye”.

Medical information included duration of MS and presence of an additional chronic medical condition. This information was extracted from patients’ medical records.

Self-reported treatment adherence was measured using a visual analog scale (VAS) ranging from 0% to 100% to measure treatment adherence. The VAS has been used in a validated self-report adherence scale.\textsuperscript{22} Subjects were asked to indicate their adherence to their “doctor’s multiple sclerosis treatment recommendation” on the VAS.

Depressive symptoms were measured using the Arabic version of the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ9). The PHQ9 has been used to measure depression in various medical populations, including neurological populations (reference). The PHQ9 is a 9-item scale with each item scored 0 to 3 and summed to yield a total score (range: 0–27).\textsuperscript{23} PHQ9 severity cut-off point scores are 5 for mild, 10 for moderate, 15 for moderately severe, and 20 for severe depressive symptoms.

Participants’ anxiety symptoms were measured using the Arabic version of the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale (GAD7), a 7-item tool validated in 2,740 primary care patients.\textsuperscript{24} The GAD7 severity cut-points are 5 for mild, 10 for moderate, and 15 for severe anxiety.

The Patient Health Questionnaire-15 (PHQ15) is a measure traditionally used in patients suffering from functional disorders; however, studies have utilized the PHQ-15 as a measure of physical symptoms.\textsuperscript{25–27} The PHQ15 consists...
of 15 items scored 0 (not bothered at all) to 2 (bothered a lot). Scores on the PHQ-15 range from 0 to 30 with higher scores indicating greater physical symptom burden. Physical symptoms listed on the PHQ-15 include headache, back pain, and gastrointestinal symptoms.

Relationship (attachment style) was assessed using the Experiences in Close Relationships 16-item scale (ECR16), a 16-item scale that has been validated against the longer ECR-32. The ECR16 yields two separate scores: a total anxious (ECR16-Anx) and a total avoidant (ECR16-Avoid) attachment score based upon scoring of eight items to each attachment style. Each attachment score ranges from 8 to 56 with higher anxious or avoidant attachment scores representing greater attachment insecurity.

Cognitive impairment was measured using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MOCA), a tool assessing eight domains. Scores on the MOCA range from 0 to 30, with a score of 25 being a cut-point for mild cognitive impairment.

Given that there are no preexisting Arabic versions of the PHQ15 and ECR-16 scales, we developed an Arabic version of this measure based on the previously validated English versions of these measures. Both scales were first translated into Arabic by a linguistic specialist, fluent in both English and Arabic. Then, another specialist, fluent in both English and Arabic, carried out back translation into English. During this time, the back translation and the original scale were compared and any differences were discussed and resolved. The study questionnaire and all the six scales were then piloted on 20 individuals before the study began. The question and item wording were modified based on the feedback from the pilot sample prior to using these instruments in the study.

**Ethical approval**

The ethical approval for this study was obtained from the Institutional Review Board at Faculty of Medicine at King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. All procedures performed in studies involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive statistics for continuous variables were reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and frequencies (percentages) were reported for categorical variables. To investigate predictors of treatment adherence, we used multiple linear regression analysis adjusting for age, sex, and additional factors, which showed univariate associations with treatment adherence at the 10% level of statistical significance. Potential covariates considered were MS disease duration, PHQ-9, GAD-7, comorbidities (yes/no), ECR16-Anx, ECR16-Avoid, family history of MS, belief that MS is associated with nervous psychological disorder (yes/no), belief that MS is associated with evil eye or magic or possession, previous mental illness, relationship status, education, MOCA score, and employment status. All P-values were two sided, and statistical significance was defined as $P<0.05$. Data were analyzed in the R statistical software (version 3.2.2).

**Results**

A total of 163 MS patients participated in this research study, who represent 80% of the approached patients in the MS clinics. Participant demographics and measure scores are summarized in Table 1. Most patients were female (81.6%), and the mean age of patients was 31.6 years.

Mean patient-reported adherence to their MS treatment regimen was 79.47%±25.26%, although the range for the VAS adherence percentage was 0% to 100%. Most patients...
were prescribed interferon-beta (n=122, 74.8%), followed by natalizumab (n=9, 5.5%) and fingolimod (n=6, 3.7%). No patients were treated with glatiramer acetate and 24 patients were taking other medications for MS therapies such as muscle relaxants (eg, baclofen), medications for pain (eg, amitriptyline), and steroid medications (eg, methylprednisolone).

Psychological symptom scores are reported in Table 1. The mean MOCA score was 20.23±4.66, suggestive of some cognitive impairment. Mean PHQ9 and GAD7 scores were 9.67±6.52 and 8.37±5.73, respectively. Approximately half (46.6%) of the participants reported moderate or higher depressive symptoms as per the PHQ9. Approximately two-thirds (64.4%) of participants reported moderate or severe anxiety as per the GAD7. Physical symptom score on the PHQ15 was 10.60±5.65. ECR16-Anx and ECR16-Avoid were 33.79±11.30 and 23.57±9.54, respectively.

Variables associated with MS therapy adherence

Univariate analysis of demographic, MS disease-specific, and psychological variables identified significant associations with specific variables (Table 2). PHQ9 scores (P=0.02), GAD7 scores (P<0.01), ECR-Avoid (P=0.02), and belief that MS was related to “supernatural reasons” (P<0.01) were significantly associated with MS medication nonadherence.

Table 3 summarizes the findings on multivariate linear regression analysis. Only patients’ belief that their MS was due to supernatural reasons was significantly negatively associated with MS medication adherence. Family history of MS showed a nominal association with poorer MS medication adherence (P=0.05). No other predictor variables in the linear regression model were significant.

Discussion

In this study, we aimed to identify psychological factors influencing MS medication adherence in a patient sample from MS Clinics in Saudi Arabia. Our study is the first to include relationship style as a variable influencing MS treatment adherence. The results from this study failed to show any relationship between relationship (attachment) style and medication adherence in MS patients. Our finding that avoidant relationship style was not a significant predictor contrasts previous studies demonstrating poor treatment adherence in diabetes and hepatitis patient populations.

Moreover, depression and anxiety symptoms also did not significantly predict self-reported MS treatment adherence in our multivariate regression model. Our results contrast with previous data showing that MS patients with depression are half as likely to be adherent with MS medications. In fact, only patients’ belief that their MS was due to the supernatural reasons was a significant predictor of poorer treatment adherence.

It is possible that failure to replicate findings in psychosocial domains may be related to the use of these instruments in a patient sample from the middle east. An Arabic version of the ECR16 has not been validated, and although we were thoughtful in the process of our translation, the ECR16 may have been unable to measure this construct accurately in this Arabic-speaking patient sample. However, we were able to use Arabic versions of the PHQ9 and GAD7 and were still unable to find a significant relationship between

Table 3 Multivariate regression analysis examining relationship between variables and VAS treatment adherence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (female vs male)</td>
<td>−1.88</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHQ9</td>
<td>−0.51</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD7</td>
<td>−0.66</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR-Anx</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR-Avoid</td>
<td>−0.26</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of MS</td>
<td>−9.61</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatural belief</td>
<td>−11.41</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: VAS, visual analog scale; PHQ9, Patient Health Questionnaire-9; GAD7, Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale; ECR-Anx, Experiences in Close Relationships total anxious; ECR-Avoid, Experiences in Close Relationships total avoidant; MOCA, Montreal Cognitive Assessment; MS, multiple sclerosis.
these variables and VAS adherence scores. The potential for geographic differences in the role of relationship style on medical treatment adherence should be explored in future studies, as most of the initial work has been limited to North America. In addition, we found that patient perception of illness was a significant predictor for MS medication adherence. When “nonmedical forces” such as magic, possession, and/or an evil eye are a common explanation for medical ailments, treatment with biomedical interventions may be seen as contradictory to the patient’s belief system. Moreover, data from a meta-analysis confirm that patients who perceive greater disease severity threat are more likely to be adherence to treatment. However, patients who believe that nonmedical forces are the cause of MS are less likely to perceive disease severity threat and have hope that these forces, such as magic or the evil eye, can be reversed. Therefore, our findings highlight the need to consider cultural beliefs in most research and clinical care exploring MS treatment adherence.

Limitations of our study include reliance on a self-report measure for medication nonadherence. Given this was the first study in this region examining medication nonadherence in MS, we used a validated scale that was used previously in patients with a chronic medical condition. As mentioned, two scales, namely the PHQ15 and the ECR16, were not previously validated for use in an Arabic-speaking patient population, which could have limited our results. We were unable to replicate previous psychosocial findings and this may be due to a lack of study power or possibly due to patient complacency. In addition, our study was conducted in one cultural context, which could limit generalizability; however, we see this as a strength given the abovementioned cultural influences that have not been previously noted in MS studies. Moreover, our male-to-female distribution reflects the distribution of MS in other samples. Finally, our study was unable to comment on the relationship between self-reported medication nonadherence and clinical outcomes in this patient sample. This warrants further exploration in future studies.

Conclusion

Although we failed to replicate previous relationships between medical treatment adherence and specific psychological factors, our study identified a significant association between cultural beliefs about MS and MS treatment nonadherence in a sample of patients from Saudi Arabia. The study reinforces the need to consider cultural interpretations of MS as a factor contributing medication adherence and the need for replications studies on MS treatment adherence across a range of geographic settings. Education and family involvement in the treatment planning may assist with adherence and warrant further exploration in these settings.
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